
ACHENBACH HAGEMEIER is pleased to present the 
duo-exhibition SUCCO | KIRKEBY. Recent works by 
Chris Succo (born 1979) are juxtaposed with paintings by 
Per Kirkeby (1938 – 2018) from a period of creative 
production lasting over forty years, resulting in a 
productive dialogue. 

While different approaches to painting are clearly evident, Kirkeby 

and Succo both reveal themselves as explorers and archaeologists 

of the visual sediments of our world. With either artist, naturalism, 

figuration and abstraction enter into an unusual union and 

visualizations of space are repeatedly lost in an uninhibited interplay 

of colours and forms: landscape meets diffuse figuration, layering 

and colour meet lines and monochromy. Encountering one another 

in the twelve total paintings shown here are two masters of painting 

who exploit the infinite, creative possibilities of colour.
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‚‚In the degree of abstraction, however, we sense precisely that 

distance which necessarily arises when the medium is transformed 

and questioned over the course of time. Painting and world, colour 

and form, time and present: all this has firmly settled in the realm of 

memory and awakening. The unusual display and combination give 

us a fresh view of the two painters and allow us to appreciate them 

as explorers and archaeologists of the visual sediments of our 

world,” writes Dr. Gregor Jansen in the exhibition catalogue.

PER KIRKEBY (1938–2018), who turned to art after studying geology 

and was educated at the Experimental Art School in Copenhagen, 

saw himself primarily as a painter. In the 1960s he worked with 

artists such as Joseph Beuys and Jörg Immendorf, participated in 

happenings, and, in the 1980s, began producing bronze sculptures 

and then worked increasingly with architecturally inspired forms. He 

created multiple structures for the Insel Hombroich Foundation.  

KIRKEBY´S six works on canvas in the 

exhibition range from two early paintings 
Gegen Abend I (Towards Evening I), 
1984, and Moritz from 1986 – whose 

tactile surfaces and impasto painting 

defined the sensuous, abstract language 

that brought Kirkeby to international 

prominence the early 1980s – to two 

large-scale, landscape formats, both 

untitled, from 2011 and 2012. 

Central to CHRIS SUCCO´S (b. 1979) artistic practice is a materiality 

that exploits extremes in contrast between line and surface. Succo is 

a reductionist who analyses, describes and transforms the 

fundamental aspects of complex phenomena. Using thick oil crayons 

or his hands and fingers he applies paint straight to the canvas: 

ultimately his painting has an immediacy that, while derived from 

distance to the brush, overcomes indirectness. With Kirkeby, 

unmediated nature appears in colour and form; with Succo, an 

unmediated nexus links head and hand, with no brush intervening. 

While Succo’s large-format paintings employ different styles and 

media, they share an emphasis on monochromy. In the spirit of 

abstract expressionism, the swift strokes and gestural curvatures of 

his paintings celebrate the boundless potential of colour and canvas.

KIRKEBY
UNTITLED, 2012
OIL ON CANVAS 
 78 3/4 X 118 IN  
© PER KIRKEBY ESTATE 
PHOTO: ACHIM KUKULIES



In addition to painting, CHRIS SUCCO sculpts, writes 

and takes photographs. Music is also an important 
source of his creativity. The work Jazz shown at 

Achenbach Hagemeier Berlin is a game of 

associations about free improvisation in music and 
art. And on 30 April for Gallery Weekend, Nude 

Landscape, an album produced by Ralv Milberg, was 

released on Grzegorzki Records, Berlin. 

SUCCO (born 1979) first studied at the Düsseldorf Art 

Academy with Georg Herold, then in London at 

Goldsmiths and the Royal College of Art. He lives and 

works in Düsseldorf. His numerous exhibitions have 

established Succo’s reputation as a painter in Europe 

and the US.

A catalogue accompanying the exhibition, 
with a contribution by Dr. Gregor Jansen, will 
be published by Distanz Verlag in June 2021. 

SUCCO
JAZZ, 2021
OIL AND LACQUER ON 
CANVAS, FRAMED
99 2/3 x 76 IN 
©CHRIS SUCCO 
PHOTO: ACHIM KUKULIES
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